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A Monthly Update of New and Noteworthy Acquisitions from East View Geospatial

Topographic and Geological Map Series

**Montserrat Topographic Maps**

21-12-001 | PURCHASE

**Tourist Map of Montserrat (E803 / DOS 359).**

**Saint Lucia Topographic Maps**

21-12-002 | PURCHASE

**Saint Lucia 1:50,000 (DOS 445).**
Directorate of Overseas Surveys (United Kingdom). Published 1965. Scale 1:50,000. Shows relief by contour at 200-foot intervals and by shading, shows quarter borders, roads, hydrography, and select buildings. In English. 1 sheet.

**Panama Topographic Maps**

21-12-003 | PURCHASE

**Ciudad De Panamá, Panamá 1:12,500.**

**Cameroon City Maps**

21-12-004 | PURCHASE

**City maps of Cameroon.**
l’Institut National de Cartographie / National Institute of Cartography (Cameroon). Published 1987-2008. Scales differ. Shows roads, hydrography, and include a detailed index of government, commerce, and leisure places of interest. Most sheets show relief, with contours at 5-meter intervals. In French. 5 sheets.

**Cyprus Topographic Maps**

21-12-005 | PURCHASE

**Kypros – Cyprus Topographical Map.**
Department of Lands and Surveys, Cyprus (Cyprus). Published 2007. Scale 1:100,000. Shows relief at 50 to 100-meter intervals, district boundaries, approximate limit of Turkish occupation, detailed roads, hydrography, and state forest and reserve land. In English. 4 sheet set.

**Saint Martin Topographic Maps**

21-12-006 | PURCHASE

**Île St-Martin, Île St-Barthélemy.**
Institut Geographique National (France). Published 2002. Scale 1:25,000. Shows relief by contour at 10 meters, borders, detailed roads, hydrography, and vegetation. In French. 1 sheet.

**Ecuador Geological Maps**

21-12-007 | PURCHASE

**Geological and Metal Occurrence Maps of the Cordillera Real Metamorphic Belt.**
Instituto Ecuatoriano de Mineria (Ecuador). Published 1994. Scale 1:500,000. Show geological formations by period and composition, plus faults, paleontological locations, and metal occurrences. In Spanish and English. 2 sheets.

21-12-008 | PURCHASE

**Mapa Base Del Ecuador Vulcanologia : Mapa de los Volcanes Activos del Ecuador.**
Instituto Ecuatoriano de Mineria (Ecuador). Published 1982. Scale 1:250,000. Shows old lava, recent lava, pyroclastic flows, calderas, and areas potentially affected. In Spanish. 1 sheet.

21-12-009 | PURCHASE

**Mapa Geologico de la Cordillera Occidental del Ecuador.**
Corporacion de Desarrollo e Investigacion Geologico-Minero Metalurgica (Ecuador). Published 1997. Scale 1:200,000. Shows geological formations by era and type. Sheets include cross section and explanatory text. In Spanish. 3 sheets.
Mapa Geologico Nacional de la Republica del Ecuador.
Direccion General de Geologia y Mineria (Ecuador). Published 1983. Scale 1:1,000,000. Shows formations by period and composition. Includes cross sections and stratigraphic columns by region. In Spanish. 1 sheet.

Mineral Index Map Republic of Ecuador / Mapa Indice Mineralogico Republica del Ecuador.
Servicio Nacional de Geologia y Mineria (Ecuador). Published 1969. Scale 1:1,000,000. Shows metallogenic type with primary and accompanying elements, coals and hydrocarbons, refractory materials, and chemical, cement, ceramic, and glass raw materials. In English and Spanish. 1 sheet.

Scientific and Specialty Atlases and Books

Featured Atlases

Barentsevo more : ekologicheskii atlas [Barents Sea: Environmental Atlas, Баренцево море : экологический атлас]
The Atlas of the Barents Sea consists of 6 thematic chapters and is a collection of scientific data on physical geography, oceanology, hydrometeorology, and ecology. The publication contains detailed information on the typification of the shores of the Barents Sea, provides up-to-date information on marine mammals, birds, fish, benthos and plankton. The atlas contains more than 55 thematic maps-schemes of the water area and coastal zone of the Barents Sea, many graphs, diagrams, summary tables and artistic illustrations. The atlas reflects the results of long-term environmental monitoring and research activities of PJSC NK Rosneft at the licensed areas of the Company. The collected data made it possible to update previously known information and supplement modern ideas about the dynamics of the environment. The publication also presents the results of special works on the study of marine mammals - polar bears and walrus, which were carried out within the framework of the corporate program for the conservation of marine ecosystems biodiversity. The goal of the program is to ensure the protection of the population of rare animal species, by the state of which one can judge in general about the balance of the Arctic nature.

Zhongguo guo jia tu shu guan cang shan chuan ming sheng yu tu ji cheng (quan shi juan) [Atlas Collection of Mountains and Rivers in the National Library of China (10 volumes), 中国国家图书馆藏山川名胜舆图集成（全十卷）]
In 10 volumes. This is the first collection of rare maps of Ming and Qing dynasties from the special collection of the National Library of China. Led by the top professors of Peking University, it broke the barriers of time and space, interpreting the Yangtze River, Yellow River, Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal, Three Mountains and Five Sacred Mountains, Royal Garden, Suzhou and Hangzhou scenic spots during four hundred years of history. It presents China's thousands of miles of rivers and mountains in high definition. This set strives to truly reflect the original information of each map depicted and fully record all the information including the title, author, age, type, color, carrier form, size, scale, collection number, etc. Analysis and research on precious maps and special articles are included.

Guangdong sheng di tu ji [Atlas of Guangdong Province, 广东省地图集]

Guangzhou she hui di tu ji [Guangzhou Social Atlas, 广州社会地图集]

Huo shan yan you qi chu ceng tu ce [Volcanic Rock Oil and Gas Reservoir Atlas, 火山岩油气储层图册]

Jiangxi sheng tu di li yong xian zhuang tu ji (fu guang pan) [Atlas of Land Use Status in Jiangxi Province, 江西省土地利用现状图集]
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21-12-018 | $33.00 | PURCHASE
Jiangxi wen hua di tu [Jiangxi Culture Map, 江西文化地图]

21-12-019 | $15.00 | PURCHASE
Nanchang xian qi hou tu jì [Nanchang County Climate Atlas, 南昌县气候图集]

21-12-020 | $15.00 | PURCHASE
Qi hou bìan hua dui Zhongguo zhu yao zuo wu sheng chǎn yìng xiāng gài lù yu ce di tu jì [An Atlas of the Probability Prediction of the Impact of Climate Change on China's Major Crop Production, 气候变化对中国主要作物生产影响概率预测地图集]

21-12-021 | $28.00 | PURCHASE

21-12-022 | $211.00 | PURCHASE
Shenzhen shì di tu jì [Shenzhen Atlas, 深圳市地图集]

21-12-023 | $31.00 | PURCHASE
Shenzhen tāi fēng tu jì [Shenzhen Typhoon Atlas, 深圳台风图集]

21-12-024 | $128.00 | PURCHASE
Shì jié you qì kàn tān kǎi fā yù he zuò xíng shì tu jì : Zhòngdōng dī qu [Atlas of World Oil and Gas Exploration, Development and Cooperation Situation: Middle East, 世界油气勘探开发与合作形势图集：中东地区]

21-12-025 | $128.00 | PURCHASE
Shì jié you qì kàn tān kǎi fā yù he zuò xíng shì tu jì : Zhòngyà dī qu [Atlas of World Oil and Gas Exploration, Development and Cooperation Situation: Central Asia, 世界油气勘探开发与合作形势图集：中亚地区]

21-12-026 | $20.00 | PURCHASE
Sì chuān shēng jīng xí huà nòng yè qì hòu qu huā tu jì [Atlas of Fine Agricultural Climate Regionalization in Sichuan Province, 四川省精细化农业气候区域图表集]

21-12-027 | $102.00 | PURCHASE
Tiān kōng dì xié tōng yào gān jìng zhēn yìng jì fū wù tu jì [Atlas of Precise Emergency Services for Coordinated Remote Sensing Monitoring of the Sky and Ground, 天空地协同遥感监测精准应急服务图集]

21-12-028 | $683.00 | PURCHASE
Xī běi chéng shì biān qián gu jīu di tu jì cuì [An Old Atlas of Urban Changes in Northwestern China, 西北城市变迁古旧地图集]

21-12-029 | $383.00 | PURCHASE
Yúnnán shēng di tu jì [Atlas of Yunnan Province, 云南省地图集]

21-12-030 | $66.00 | PURCHASE
Zhongguo jing xi hua nong ye qi hou zi yuan tu ji [Atlas of China’s Fine Agricultural Climate Resources, 中国精细化农业气候资源图集]


French Atlases


Atlas du climat : face aux défis du réchauffement [Climate Atlas: Facing the Challenges of Global Warming]

Services: Approval Plans, Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique needs and specifications. With many years of experience serving academic, public and government libraries with foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services and solutions, including custom map and data production, and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized solutions for your mapping needs.